
THE NEXT GENERATION HAS ARRIVED
Start with a highly evolved aerodynamic tractor.  Optimize the powertrain with an efficient, 
fully-integrated solution from PACCAR.  Combine aerodynamic and powertrain advancements to 
see up to 6% fuel economy benefit.  Incorporate highly durable, easier-to-service components for 
maximum uptime.  Add smart technology that makes driving more intuitive, safer, less fatiguing.  
And include a world-class cabin reminiscent of the finest automobiles.  Welcome to the next 
generation of The Drivers Truck.

Learn More!
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Aerodynamic Styling

Best-In-Class LED Headlamps High Visibility LED Side Turn Indicators

New Interior Styling
An industry-first at this size, the high definition 15-inch digital display 
contains all the information a driver needs to operate the truck – 
configurable for as much or as little content as they want.

The sleek new exterior of the T680 Next Gen incorporates cutting-edge 
aerodynamic design features meant to squeeze every possible mile from every 
gallon.  Offering you up to 6% in fuel savings from day one.

New optional LED headlamps boost lighting efficiency, offering a wider 
pattern and whiter lighting for better visibility.  Signature LED daytime 
running lights add a signature Kenworth look. 

Unmistakable 17.3”-long LED side turn indicators, mounted to the 
trailing edge of the fender, greatly increase visibility for surrounding 
traffic. Redesigned steps allow for enhanced cab access.

The T680 Next Gen employs a suite of intelligent technologies designed 
to elevate the driving experience like never before – offering safer, more 
intuitive control and a full range of productivity features.

All new interior colors featuring black dash, new wood grain trim and 
Madrona accent color on the doorpad, seats and sleeper on Diamond 
VIT trim.

15" Customizable Digital Display

State Of The Art Technologies/ADAS


